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Part 1- Implementing the report of the WG on Improvements to the IGF

The most important task that the Multistakeholder Advisory Group (MAG) should address at the 

earliest is to implement the recommendations of the report of the Commission on Science and 

Technology's (CSTD) Working Group on IGF Improvements (WGIIGF). It is obvious that the 

MAG is one of the the main actors, if not 'the' main actor. for implementing the WG report. MAG 

should come up with a clear plan of action in this regard, which it should share with other actors for 

their comments. This could be done as an open consultation. Building on these comments, MAG 

should finalize its plan for implementing the recommendations of the report.  

We quote below, admittedly selectively, some recommendations from the report of the WGIIGF that 

may have immediate relevance to the expected actions of the MAG and the IGF secretariat. We 

request the MAG chair to provide the open consultation meeting, on the 28th of February, a brief 

review of the actions that the MAG has been taking and/or proposes to take in regard to these 

recommendations, as well as other relevant recommendations of the WGIIGF report. 

 develop more tangible outputs

12. To focus discussions,  the preparation process  of each 

IGF should formulate a set of policy questions to be considered 

at the IGF, as part of the overall discussion. The results of the 

debates of these questions, with special focus on public policy 

perspectives and aimed at capacity building, should be stated in 

the outcome documentation.

13. The outcome documentation should include messages 

that  map  out  converging  and  diverging  opinions  on  given 

questions.

<snip>

While being focused on themes and specific policy questions, it 

is  important  to  maintain  the  overall  structure  of  the  IGF, 

namely,  main  sessions,  feeder  workshops,  workshops,  round 

tables and specific policy questions.

<snip>

The  IGF  Secretariat  and  the  MAG  should  reach  out  and 

continue to invite all stakeholders to be more actively involved 

in  the preparation of  the IGF,  including identifying pertinent 

key policy questions around which main sessions for the IGF 

will be structured. In order to enhance the bottom-up process 

and to facilitate the identification of key policy questions, the 

Secretariat  could  also  issue  the  call  for  workshop  proposals 

before the first Open Consultation

<snip>

Annual financial reports detailing budget items, income and 

expenditure should be made available to the IGF community via 

the Website, taking into account UN rules and regulations.



The IGF Secretariat should provide an annual update of IGF 

finances  during  Open  Consultations  with  the  possibility  of 

providing  views  and  comments,  which  the  MAG  may 

incorporate in its work and summary report.

<snip>

Although participation in the IGF has increased with time, it 

should be further broadened, both at the annual meeting and its 

preparatory  phase,  to  involve  new stakeholders,  in  particular 

from  developing  countries,  especially  LDCs,  persons  with 

disabilities  and  other  underrepresented  groups.  Broadening 

participation  enhances  the  IGF’s  openness  and  inclusiveness 

and  fosters  effective  multi-stakeholder  policy  dialogue  and 

productive  capacity-building.  For  this  purpose,  questions 

related  to  existing  obstacles  which  limit  greater  involvement 

should be addressed. 

<snip>

It  is  important  for  the  IGF  to  continue  and  improve  its 

interaction and communication with other Internet governance 

related entities in order to further global policy dialogue. This 

goal  can  be  achieved  by  developing  a  defined  outreach  and 

communication strategy.

We are of the view that the MAG should have begun work of implementing these recommendations 

last year itself. However, when this question was raised to the panel in the 'moving forward' session 

at the last IGF in Baku, we got a response from the Chair of the WG IIGF, now a member of the 

MAG, that this was not done since the acceptance of the report by UN General Assembly was 

awaited. Now that the UN General Assembly has approved the report, we hope that work on 

implementing the recommendations will be taken up by the MAG in the right earnest. However,  

our impression is that in the run up to the preparation for this round of open consultations and MAG 

meeting almost no work has been work done towards this imperative. We request the MAG to make 

implementation of the report's recommendations its number one priority for this year. We hope that 

the chair of the MAG will make a detailed intervention at the open consultations in this regard. 

We propose that one or two day special session of the MAG should be called to deal exclusively 

with the issue of implementing the report of the WF IIGF. This special session should follow a day 

of open consultations. It may be pertinent to recall that the MAG had met for a day in 2009 

exclusively to discuss what improvements can be made in MAG's working, to serve as an input to 

the process for recommending improvements to the IGF. Holding a special meeting to implement 

recommendations, developed after an intense process of open consultations and mutistakeholder 

meetings, is an even more important task which directly related to MAG's raison d'etre.  

It is important that the MAG, through the IGF, secretariat gives a detailed report to the annual 

meeting of the UN Commission on Science and Technology for Development in May 2013 about 

the steps it has taken to implement the report of the WGIIGF, and its action plan for the future. 

Further, at the end of the current IGF cycle, in the first MAG meeting for the next cycle, MAG 

should produce a document listing each recommendation of the WG and, against it, the action that 

has been taken by the MAG to implement it. Certainly there are some recommendations beyond 

MAG's competence to do anything about, and these may be marked as such, providing reasons if 

necessary. 



 Part 2 – Choosing specific policy questions 'around which the main sessions should be 

structured'

This is one of the key WGIIGF recommendation's that needs to be implemented right away, at the 

start of the preparations for the next IGF. We propose the following key policy questions around 

which the main sessions for the next IGF should be structured.

“How to maintain net neutrality as the key architectural principle of the global Internet, and 

what should be the mechanisms and institutions involved in this process?”

“What kind of general 'Internet principles' or 'principles for Internet governance' can frame 

relatively coordinated and harmonious policy responses to key global Internet related issues 

that impact global public interest?”

In any case, as recommended by the WG IIGF, all main sessions at Bali IGF should be structured 

around such clear policy questions, and the outcomes from these discussions be a part of a new 

form of outcome document.

Part 3 – Overall Theme of IGF Bali

There has been a rough consensus in the earlier IGFs that IGFs could explore some kind of work on 

'Internet Principles'. Many initiatives on developing 'Internet Principles' – both from governmental 

and non-governmental actors – have been presented to the earlier IGFs. We are of the view that IGF 

Bali should substantively focus on 'Internet Principles' and hold different activities on this theme – 

including a main session and a round table. It will be useful to enlist the help of the Dynamic 

Coalition on Internet Rights and Principle for organizing various 'Internet Principles' related formats 

at the next IGF.

We also propose that the overall theme of Bali IGF be 'Internet Principles'. Possible overall themes 

being put forward for MAG's consideration are (1) Public interest principles for the Internet (2)  

Shaping global principles for the Internet. 

Part 4 – The role of the MAG

Role of the MAG was obviously an important issue while considering improvements to the IGF. 

Many proposals were put forward to the WG IIGF, including giving the MAG a more active and 

substantive role, setting up working groups of the MAG to deal with thematic issues, and so on. The 

WG IIGF discussed these proposals but these were all rejected1. The Working Group decided to 

retain the MAG largely in the role of preparing the processes and themes for the IGF, and did not 

agree to extend MAG's competence to look into, and give suggestions on, substantive issues. It is 

important that this MAG completely internalizes this clear direction from the WG, now confirmed 

by the UN General Assembly. Such an specific and limited mandate and role of the MAG is also 

crystal clear in the communications from the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs that 

annually constitute a fresh MAG. 

We raise the above issue especially because we note with concern that lately some strong tendencies 

have been shown by a substantial number of members of the MAG, if not the whole MAG, to take 

1 IT for Change was one of the one main actors who sought a bigger role for at the MAG, in its proposals to the WG 

IIGF. However, we firmly believe in institutional separation of powers and the locus of any discussions on a bigger 

role, and more power, for the MAG should lie outside the MAG and not inside it. This is our principal objection to  

a new spirit of MAG sovereignty and activism that seems to be arising out of MAG, or at least is being championed 

by a substantial number of MAG members.



up an, new, activist role for the MAG, completely outside of what the MAG is mandated to be, and 

to do. It seems that a MAG meeting – being referred to as an 'informal meeting' – was called 

impromptu on the last day of the Baku IGF where it seems to have been suggested, with apparent/ 

possible agreement of all/ most present, that the MAG should select its own chair (rather than have 

one nominated by the UN Secretary General) and that MAG should form working groups to deal 

with substantive issues like 'Enhanced Cooperation' and 'Internet Principles'. It appears from the 

recent internal online discussions of the MAG that these suggestions are sought to be taken further, 

which does not make it look like the proceedings of the 'informal MAG meeting' was merely an 

aberration. 

(A few years back, it was decided that detailed minutes of the MAG meetings, with the names of 

those making various interventions struck out, will be regularly posted on the IGF website. We see 

that this practice has been discontinued. Not only the minutes of face to face meetings but also the 

main points of online interactions among MAG members must be made public on the IGF website. 

Extreme transparency and accountability is very basic to the new democratic explorations in global 

governance that the IGF experiment is a part of.)

In what we see as a rather alarming development, MAG (at least a substantial number of its 

members) seems to want to give itself new mandates and role, most of which were considered by 

the WG IIGF and not accepted/ recommended. At the same time, from what has been seen till now 

(which impression if wrong we do apologise for), MAG (or, some of its members) has failed to 

show the needed enthusiastic to implement the recommendations of the WFIIGF. Such 'sovereignty 

seeking' exercise by the MAG, at any rate by some members of the MAG, if a fact, is very 

problematic. We seek an open discussion at the open consultations and in the MAG meeting on 

these new developments, which are obviously very important to the future of the IGF. 

Quoting an ex board member of the ICANN, who spoke from the floor at the main session on 

'Looking Forward': “......it would seem that he (referring to a speaker) would like to see the MAG, 

the multi stakeholder advisory group, become the constitutional assembly of cyber space.  I think it 

is not equipped for that'.”

This comment was made because this main session on 'Looking Forward', with a very substantial 

number of MAG members on the panel, saw many comments that sought giving MAG new roles 

and powers relating to substantive issues. There were also other comments from the floor 

cautioning against any such unwarranted 'MAG activism'.

Part 5 – About the Last IGF in Baku

We congratulate the MAG and all others involved for arranging a most interesting IGF. However, 

we have the following two comments to make which can help improve the IGF. 

We find that the diversity of views emanating from the the main panels is going down. We were 

dismayed to see that nine out of 11 panelists in the main session on Critical Internet Resources were 

from the US. Does the US not already have more than its fair share in CIR management for the IGF 

to be giving it an helping hand?  IGF should be a place where those who are marginalized from 

discussions on global IG at other forums are given disproportionate space. However, the opposite 

seems to be happening. The recommendations of the WG IIGF are also clear on this aspect. We 

appeal to the MAG to take urgent corrective steps in this regard. In fact, it would not be out of place 

if 9 out of 11 main session speakers are from developing counties. That is the kind of affirmative 

action that an UN organization, that the IGF is, should be aiming at. Lets just try to do it as an 

experiment at the next IGF, and see if the quality of the debate goes down!



There was a tradition in the earlier years of the IGF that MAG members abstained from selecting 

themselves to be on the main session panels. However, at Baku, we saw MAG members being 

repeated on panel after panel in the MAG organized main sessions. There were often 3-4 MAG 

members on the same panel. This does not appear to be a very good practice to follow at all. It 

promotes a kind of self-selection and in-breeding that purported 'open structures' like the IGF are 

most prone to, and therefore should be most cautious in taking proactive steps against. We hope that 

we go back to the practice of, as far as possible, MAG members not selecting themselves for the 

main session panels.


